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ABSTRACT
It is well known that bone contains small cracks; in vivo these microcracks are constantly
growing and being repaired. Too rapid crack growth leads to stress fractures or fragility
fractures. In vitro, changes occur in this population of microcracks when subjected to cyclic
loading up to and including failure.
Normally, the only parameters reported from such investigations are the number density of
cracks and their average length. In the present work we examined the microcrack population
in more detail. We analysed ten different sets of experimental data including in vivo and in
vitro microcracks, plus two theoretical simulations. We showed for the first time that the
distribution of crack lengths can be described using the two-parameter Weibull equation. The
values of the two constants in the equation varied depending on bone type/species and
showed consistent trends during in vitro testing. This is the most detailed study to be
conducted on microcrack populations in bone; the results will be useful in future studies
including the development of theoretical models and computer simulations of bone damage
and failure.
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INTRODUCTION
Stress fractures and fragility fractures in bone are a major cause for concern, especially in
relatively active individuals and those whose bone strength is compromised. For example,
military recruits suffer high rates of stress fractures during training [1] and 5-15% of all
injuries to runners are caused by stress fractures [2]. Fragility fractures occur predominantly
in people suffering from osteoporosis: in the UK 200,000 such fractures occur each year and
worldwide fracture rates are predicted to rise to 6 million within 50 years. Between 2.5% and
12% of people aged 65 or over will suffer a fracture by falling, and a third of women and one
in 12 men over 50 years will suffer an osteoporosis-related fracture at some time in their life
[3].
Stress fractures occur as a result of fatigue mechanisms caused by the action of cyclic stress,
which leads to the formation and growth of microcracks, especially when bone is loaded in
compression, which is the predominant loading mode in vivo [4]. Bone is a material in which
cracks readily form, but find it difficult to grow, and they tend to remain small and follow the
direction of easy growth, parallel to lamellae and osteons, which is approximately parallel to
the longitudinal axis in the long bones [5]. Microcracks were first observed by Frost [6, 7]
who correctly hypothesized that one of the functions of bone remodeling is to repair the
tissue by removing these cracks. Since then many workers have observed and measured
microcracks; the great majority of these studies involved detecting cracks by microscopic
examination of transverse sections cut from bones ex vivo or from test samples after in vitro
cyclic loading. The parameters normally presented in publications are the number density,
expressed as the number of cracks per unit area (rather than the true density which would be
per unit volume) and the average crack length. Another parameter, the surface crack density,
records the total crack length per unit area, this being simply the product of the other two
parameters [8-11].
Some workers have attempted to observe and record the rates of growth of individual cracks
during cyclic loading [12,13], though to date this kind of work has received little attention.
There have also been some attempts to develop theoretical models and computer simulations
of their growth [14]. The threshold for crack formation and the mechanisms responsible for
initiating microcracks are still poorly understood [1], and this is a major limitation in the
development of theoretical models.
The normal description of bone damage in terms of the two parameters described above –
crack density and average crack length – omits information about the distribution of crack
lengths within the sample observed. We reasoned that this extra information might be useful
in understanding the development of damage and eventual failure and in formulating
theoretical models and simulations. We hypothesised that the distribution of crack lengths
could be described by some standard form such as a Weibull or Gaussian distribution. If so,
since this distribution can be fully described by a small number of constants, we hypothesised
that the values of these parameters, which essentially characterise the state of damage in the
material, would vary in a systematic way with parameters such as the type of bone, the type
of animal and the loading conditions, whether in vivo or in vitro, such as the applied stress
range and number of cycles. The aims of the present work were to investigate these
hypotheses using data from our own experimental work and that of others.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We collected data on the lengths of individual microcracks, using results obtained previously
from our research group, consisting of in vivo ovine bone data [15], bovine bone data from
work published previously [16] and bovine bone data obtained from new tests as described
below. We also contacted other researchers, who had published work in this field [17, 18],
who kindly agreed to provide us with their original crack length measurements which had not
appeared in their publications. These studies recorded crack lengths either from bones which
had been subjected only to in vivo loadings or else bones (or test specimens made from
bones) which were subjected to additional cyclic loading in vitro, at some specified range of
stress or strain for a specified number of cycles.
Table 1 summarizes the test conditions in each case. The definition of microcrack length is
the distance between the two tips of the crack as seen on transverse sections. The range of
stress or strain is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum values in the
cycle imposed.
Table 1: Summary of data sources
These data cover a useful range of loading conditions, from in vivo loading, which typically
includes strains up to 2000-3000[19]equivalent to a stress range of approximately 4050MPa, to in vitro testing at higher stress ranges up to 80MPa. Results obtained by [20]
reported slightly less than 2000 when measuring tibial shafts of soldiers during intensive
training regimes. The highest strains registered in vivo are the results obtained by [21],
measuring compressive strains in racehorses ranging from 4400 to 5670 . In addition one
should remember that in vivo, microdamage is being continuously repaired, whilst in vitro
this is not the case, so there could be differences in the data for in vitro loading within the in
vivo range, as in the tests of Burr et al 1998 at 2700.
Experimental Tests
New test data were obtained for bovine bone at a stress range of 70MPa. In this work we used
the same protocol as described previously [16], the only difference being the stress level. Ten
cylindrical samples of bovine bone were obtained using a coring device, the longitudinal axis
of the sample corresponding to the bone’s axis. The diameter of the sample was reduced in a
central portion and the ends were inserted in metal caps to facilitate attachment to a servohydraulic testing machine. Ranges for physiological frequencies are given between 0.5 and 3
Hz, in the present work cyclic loading was carried out in compression at a frequency of 3Hz;
the ratio of the minimum stress to the maximum stress was 0.1. Tests performed by
researchers such as the ones published by Burr et al. [17], used a one single dye, for which it
was necessary to test two separate groups of bones: one to study microdamage developed in
vivo, the other to study microdamage developed under external fatigue loads. The tests
performed in the current work used three different coloured dyes, to label microcracks in the
same specimens at three stages: the start of the test (i.e. in vivo cracks); after 50,000 cycles
and after fracture or one million cycles, whichever happened first. The reason for selecting
50,000 cycles for the second dye was to detect microcracks which formed after a relatively
small number of cycles, compared to the number of cycles to failure, since it has previously
been observed that significant numbers of cracks form in this early stage [16].

The dimensions of the samples used in these tests (gauge length, reduced diameter, radius of
curvature at transition region, grip region length) are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Details of specimens and their orientation in the testing machine. All dimensions in
millimetres.
Simulation of microcrack distribution
In addition to obtaining experimental data on microcrack length distributions, we also
attempted to simulate this data, in two different ways. In both cases the underlying
assumption was that microcracks initiate in the so-called interstitial bone (i.e. in those regions
of bone which lie outside the osteons) and that cracks tend to stop growing when their tips
reach the cement lines surrounding osteons. Figure 2 illustrates cement lines stopping the
growth of a microcrack (a) [22]; and a crack passing close to an osteon tending to be attracted
towards the cement line (b), in a sample of the bovine bone tests from the current work.
Given sufficient time and/or stress, these cracks may continue to elongate, but our previous
work [23, 24] and that of others [25] has shown that 80-90% of all cracks become dormant at
an early stage. Thus we reasoned that an approximate simulation of the distribution of
microcrack lengths, at least for the great majority of cracks, might be obtained simply by
measuring the distance between adjacent cement lines.
Figure 2(a): Microcrack growth stopped by its tips when encountering the cement lines.
Figure 2(b): Microcrack tending to be attracted towards the cement line.
Two different simulations were carried out. In Simulation 1 we used images taken from
transverse sections of cortical bone. The measured osteonal density (mean ± SD = 19.6 ±
1.4/mm2) was found to be within normal measured values [26]. Grids of straight lines were
placed over the images, the points of intersection with cement lines were marked and their
separations recorded. Some workers have noted that cracks which pass close to osteons tend
to be attracted towards the cement line: one explanation for this is that the osteon is less well
mineralised and so acts, to some extent, like a hole in the material, creating a local stress
concentration [27]. To simulate this effect, we judged a crack tip to have reached a cement
line if it passed within a length between the cement line and the average osteonal radiae
length (60 m). These measurements are illustrated in figure 3, in which the numbers
represent the lengths between the osteons. Ten pictures from datasets 5, 6, 8 and 9 (bovine
bones under 70 MPa) were selected for the osteonal density measurements, from which one
of these was selected for Simulation 1 measurements under the mentioned density range.
Figure 3(a): Vertical separations between cement lines are illustrated within the sections of
cortical bone. Grid spaces are separated by 40m.
Figure 3(b): Horizontal separations in a higher magnification, in order to display
measurements between osteons. Grid spaces are separated by 40m. Numbers represent
lengths between osteons (m).
In Simulation 2 we used the same approach but instead of applying it to images of actual
bone sections we used computer-generated images in which the osteons were represented by
circles, placed at random locations, with diameters varying randomly between 100 and
300m. We chose the same osteon density as measured experimentally, 19.5/mm2, and the

same method of determining the lengths of simulated microcracks. Twenty models were
generated with the use of the simulation program, performing an average of a0 and values,
to be reported for the result of Simulation 2. Figure 4 displays an example of one simulation,
with the inclusion of the simulated osteons.
Figure 4: Conformation of simulated osteons in Simulation 2.
Data Analysis and Statistics
For each case of experimental or simulated data, the results were plotted in terms of the
cumulative probability as a function of crack length. The cumulative probability, which
varies from 0 to 1, is the probability that a crack will be equal to or less than the specified
length. For each set of data, theoretical curves were fitted assuming either a Weibull
distribution or a Gaussian distribution.
For the two-parameter Weibull distribution, the relationship between cumulative probability
P and crack length a is:
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Here a0 and are constants.
In the case of a Gaussian distribution, the cumulative distribution function F(a) of crack
length a is expressed as:
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Here P is the Cumulative Probability assuming a normal distribution; is the mean value and
the standard deviation.
The accuracy (i.e. “Goodness of Fit”) between the data and these two distributions was
assessed using the Anderson-Darling (AD) approach [28]. The AD parameter has a different
functional form depending on the distribution [29]. For a Gaussian distribution the form is:
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RESULTS
Figure 5 shows an example of the data analysis, in this case for data relating to the in vivo
cracks found in bovine tibiae as reported in [16]. The data are plotted on two probability
density plots, in one plot the axes are chosen such that the data should lie on a straight line if
they conform to a normal (i.e. Gaussian) distribution, whilst in the other plot a straight line
indicates the Weibull distribution. In this example the slightly lower AD value indicates that

the data are better described as a Weibull distribution. Table 2 shows AD values for all data
examined; in all cases the Weibull distribution was found to be the better description.
Figure 5: Example of dataset 5, showing cumulative probability P as a function of crack
length a, on both Gaussian (i.e. Normal) and Weibull plots.
Therefore a linear relationship on the plot is obtained by rearranging the equation as follows:



ln ln 1  P    ln a  ln a0



(5)

Thus by plotting the left hand side of this equation against ln a one obtains a straight line
from which the two constants can easily be found. Fig.6 shows an example of this procedure
for the case of our bovine bone in vivo; note that there is a slight discrepancy between the
data and the line for the smallest crack lengths. The figure also shows the original P versus a
plot with a line corresponding to the Weibull equation. When plotted in this form the error at
low crack lengths is less evident: in fact it is a small absolute error which appears magnified
owing to the logarithmic plot. The high R2 value on the linear plot (0.97) is another indication
of the accuracy of the fit. R2 values for all datasets are presented in table 2.
Figure 6: Example showing the original linear P/a plot (on the right) and its replotting to
give a linear relationship (on the left) for the Weibull equation.
Table 2: Goodness of fit (Anderson-Darling parameter AD) between experimental crack
length distributions and the Gaussian and Weibull predictions. Number of cracks and R2
values of the Weibull distribution linearization are also shown.
Table 3 shows the values of the two Weibull parameters for each dataset. Also shown in the
table is the value of crack length which corresponds to a P value of 0.9, i.e. the length below
which are found 90% of all cracks. This can be considered as a measure of the largest crack
present, adjusted to remove effects of sample size. In what follows we will refer to this as
amax. In the current tests, 6 specimens didn’t fracture, whereas 4 of them fractured with an
average life of 159,700 cycles. Separation of the non-fractured and fractured specimens in
table 3, shows no difference in but a greater increase in ao and amax with number of cycles
for the fractured specimens.
Table 3: Weibull parameters for the various data sets, experimental and simulated. Data for
the two studies on canine bone in vivo were combined, as were those for bovine bone.
Figures 7-9 give a graphical display of the values of the three parameters, plotted as a
function of number of cycles, N normalized by the number of cycles to failure Nf. The in vivo
data are plotted at a value N/Nf = 0: for the canine data Nf was not known experimentally so
it was estimated using methods established previously [30]. The parameter is found to be
relatively high for in vivo data and to fall with increasing number of cycles in vitro. The two
a parameters show the opposite trend.
Figure 7: The Weibull parameter as a function of the normalised number of cycles to
failure. Canine, ovine and bovine samples tested at different stress levels. In vivo data are
shown at N/Nf = 0.

Figure 8: The Weibull parameter ao as a function of the normalised number of cycles to
failure. Canine, ovine and bovine samples tested at different stress levels. In vivo data are
shown at N/Nf = 0.
Figure 9: The Weibull parameter amax as a function of the normalised number of cycles to
failure. Canine, ovine and bovine samples tested at different stress levels. In vivo data are
shown at N/Nf = 0.
Applying the t-test with a limit of p = 0.05 for statistically significant differences shows that
for both canine and bovine bone the crack length distributions in vivo are different from those
obtained by testing in vitro. Furthermore, for the bovine data, where we have test results at
two different numbers of cycles, in both cases these also showed significant differences in
crack length distributions. Significant differences were found for in vivo data from different
species: ovine, canine and bovine. On the other hand, the two in vivo datasets of canine bone
showed non-significant differences, as did the two sets of bovine in vivo data. In fact the high
p values (0.65 for canine, 0.62 for bovine) suggest a reasonable degree of similarity for data
obtained by different researchers at different times. So these datasets were pooled to increase
sample size and facilitate comparison with other groups. There were non-significant
differences between the bovine data at the same N value (50,000) at two different stresses
(70MPa and 80MPa) and also non-significant differences between these two stresses when
N=Nf.
DISCUSSION
This is the first time that an attempt has been made to describe the entire distribution of
microcrack lengths in bone: previous studies have reported only the average length and the
number density of cracks. There have been some other descriptions in the literature of crack
length distributions in other materials (e.g. [31]) but overall this approach has not yet been
developed to any significant extent. Knowledge of these distributions is potentially useful in
understanding the mechanisms of crack growth and eventual failure and in developing
theoretical models and simulations of material behaviour.
Here we showed that two-parameter Weibull distributions could accurately describe ten
different sets of data from three different species, recording crack lengths in vivo and after
cyclic testing in vitro. Of the two parameters, ao is a kind of average crack length: strictly
speaking it is the crack length which corresponds to a fixed value of the cumulative
probability, of 0.63, so it is slightly larger than the median value; it will reflect, more or less,
the mean values reported by other workers. The parameter is a measure of the amount of
scatter in the data: low values of , as found here in all cases, indicate large variability in
crack length, and the difference between the highest value, 4.1 and the lowest, 2 represents a
very considerable change. High values of imply that most cracks lie close to the median
length, with few being very small, or, more importantly, very large.
We found a particularly high value for in vivo ovine bone, but this may have more to do
with the difference in bone type, as the rib was used here whilst all the other data relate to
limb bones. Ribs experience a very large number of relatively constant loading cycles of
breathing whilst the leg bones experience more variable cycling, with occasional high
loadings due to running etc. It is also interesting to note that there are relatively large changes
in the values of and ao for the in vivo data, but smaller differences in the value of amax. In
fact the three amax values are all the same to within about 15%. This may be important
because it is to be expected that the value of amax will be the primary indicator of the risk of

failure. The number density of cracks in bone is relatively small, suggesting that failure
occurs not by the accumulation and interaction of many small cracks, as it does in some other
materials such as engineering fibre composites. Rather, the likely failure scenario for bone is
that one crack grows to become large enough to cause failure on its own. Some support for
this scenario comes from the amax values for the bovine bone tested at two different stress
levels, which are quite similar at N=Nf, and it is interesting that when we distinguished in our
test data those samples that fractured from those that did not, the value of amax was greater in
the fractured group. For bone, control of amax is the key to prevent failure, and this can be
done efficiently by selectively removing the longer cracks. Selectively removing longer
cracks implies that living bone is able to detect and measure crack lengths in order to choose
the longest ones for repair. This question is one which is being actively investigated by
various research groups (including the current group). Currently it has been established that
bone is able to detect cracks and target them for repair, though whether it can distinguish
between long and short cracks is not clear.
In vitro loading caused changes in the crack length distributions as reflected in the Weibull
parameters (figs 7-9); crack lengths ao and amax increased, and decreased. The increases in
ao and amax are to be expected given that some of the cracks were growing during the tests.
Differences were found even in the case of the canine data which were cycled at a strain level
within the normal physiological range – in this case the major factor is presumably the lack of
repair, implying that in vivo repair may be targeted towards the longer cracks. The decrease
in during cycling of both canine and bovine bone could have two possible explanations:
new, small cracks could be initiating and/or some of the existing cracks could be elongating,
whilst others do not.
As indicated in table 4, Weibull values calculated from the performance of simulations of
simulated cracks being attracted only when reaching cement lines, as well as when passing
within length ranges longer than the average lengths of osteonal radiae (60 m) present
inaccurate values compared to those in realistic failure conditions (in vitro datasets 9 and 10).
Consideration for simulations of cracks attracted towards the osteons in a length range
between the cement lines and the average lengths of osteonal radiae (approx. 40 m), give
considerably similar Weibull values compared to those of datasets 9 and 10 (table 3). This
last result indicates that cracks tend to be attracted towards osteons when passing within a
length between osteon cement lines and no further than the osteon radiae lengths. Our
attempts to simulate crack distributions resulted in relatively large crack lengths (especially
Simulation 1) and high scatter (especially Simulation 2) though the results were quite similar
to the data from bones tested to failure in vitro. This suggests that a simple model of
microcrack growth, in which cracks extend until they meet cement lines, is a reasonable
description.
Knowledge of these distribution functions will facilitate the creation of theoretical models
and computer simulations which attempt to reproduce the mechanical behaviour of bone. One
interesting result seen in the bovine bone data is that whilst the parameters change
significantly with number of cycles, they are not affected by stress level, at least for the stress
levels used here. Of course the numbers of cracks present, and the number of cycles to
failure, are both strong functions of stress, but it seems that the distribution of lengths
remains the same; results published previously [32] help support this, where the authors
conclude that mean crack densities in bone increase significantly with age, while mean
lengths do not. This suggests that the distribution is largely controlled by the microscopic

structure of the bone, especially the spacing of secondary osteons and other barriers to crack
growth such as the brick-like structures in plexiform bone.
As an example of the potential use of this approach in theoretical modeling, we consider the
effect of the total number of cracks present. For a given number density, larger bones (and
bones in larger animals) will have more cracks. For a given distribution (i.e. given values of
and ao) this implies that the largest crack will be longer, and thus the bone will be more
likely to fail. Consider a number of cracks, n, having a distribution according to the Weibull
equation (equation (1)). The probability that all these cracks will be less than some length a
is:
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If we set this probability to 0.5 and rearrange the equation we can find the average length of
the longest crack, aavmax

aav max  ao ( ln(1  0.51 / n ))1 / 

(7)

Figure 10 shows the function graphically using the parameters found for canine bone in vivo.
Figure 10: Relationship between amax and bone size, represented by the total number of
cracks, n, using the data from in vivo canine bone.
This shows a large increase in the lengths of the longer cracks when there are more cracks
present. Given that the stresses and strains in bones seem to be approximately constant over
animals of different sizes [19], larger animals would need to compensate for this effect if
their bones are to be as strong as those of smaller animals. This might be done, for example,
by reducing the number density of cracks in large bones, or by increasing osteon density to
reduce the distance between cement lines. This analysis thus suggests an avenue for future
experimental work. There is already evidence for this compensation effect in some of our
previous work [30] which showed that, when considering test specimens of equal size, bone
from larger animals has higher fatigue strength than bone from smaller animals.
CONCLUSIONS
- Microcracks which naturally occur in bone in vivo have a distribution of lengths which can
be accurately described by the two-parameter Weibull equation.
- Cyclic loading applied to bones in vitro alters this distribution; it can still be described by
the Weibull equation, but with different parameters.
- The values of the Weibull parameters differ according to bone type/species, and vary in a
systematic way with number of cycles during in vitro testing. They do not appear to be
affected by applied stress level, at least for the limited range of stresses investigated.
- The description of microcrack populations using this approach provides new information
which can be useful in discussing the mechanisms of microdamage, repair and failure.

- The more cracks are present, the more long cracks grow, so crack accumulation leads to
failure.
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Figure 1: Details of specimens and their orientation in the testing machine. All dimensions in
millimetres.

Figure 2(a): Microcrack growth stopped by its tips when encountering the cement lines.

Figure 2(b): Microcrack tending to be attracted towards the cement line.

Figure 3(a): Vertical separations between cement lines are illustrated within the sections of
cortical bone. Grid spaces are separated by 40m.

Figure 3(b): Horizontal separations in a higher magnification, in order to display
measurements between osteons. Grid spaces are separated by 40m. Numbers represent
lengths between osteons (m).

Figure 4: Conformation of simulated osteons in Simulation 2.

Figure 5: Example of dataset 5, showing cumulative probability P as a function of crack
length a, on both Gaussian (i.e. Normal) and Weibull plots.

Figure 6: Example showing the original linear P/a plot (on the right) and its replotting to
give a linear relationship (on the left) for the Weibull equation.

Figure 7: The Weibull parameter  as a function of the normalised number of cycles to
failure. Canine, ovine and bovine samples tested at different stress levels. In vivo data are
shown at N/Nf = 0.

Figure 8: The Weibull parameter ao as a function of the normalised number of cycles to
failure. Canine, ovine and bovine samples tested at different stress levels. In vivo data are
shown at N/Nf = 0.

Figure 9: The Weibull parameter amax as a function of the normalised number of cycles to
failure. Canine, ovine and bovine samples tested at different stress levels. In vivo data are
shown at N/Nf = 0.

Figure 10: Relationship between amax and bone size, represented by the total number of
cracks, n, using the data from in vivo canine bone.

Dataset

Bone type

Stress

Number of cycles

Reference

1

In vivo

In vivo

[18]

In vivo

In vivo

[17]

2700 

approx. 426000 cycles

[17]

4

Canine
radius
Canine
femur
Canine
femur
Ovine rib

In vivo

In vivo

[15]

5

Bovine tibia

In vivo

In vivo

[16]; Present study

6

Bovine tibia

70 MPa

50000 cycles

Present Study

7

Bovine tibia

80 MPa

50000 cycles

[16]

8

Bovine tibia

70 MPa

Million cycles non fractured

Present Study

9

Bovine tibia

70 MPa

Fracture av. 159700 cycles

Present Study

10

Bovine tibia

80 MPa

Fracture av. 88000 cycles

[16]

2
3

Table 1

Dataset
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Table 2

AD Gaussian
15.05
0.74
1.28
0.72
0.55
3.22
4.88
14.91
3.01
4.53

AD Weibull
13.44
0.71
0.98
0.69
0.43
1.8
3.45
8.97
1.75
1.92

Number of cracks
672
25
96
34
60
120
48
190
84
95

R2 linear plot
0.92
0.97
0.94
0.95
0.97
0.95
0.78
0.84
0.93
0.91

Dataset
1, 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Simulation 1
Simulation 2


3.2
3.1
4.1
3.0
2.4
2.2
2.3
2.3
2.0
1.9
1.4

a0
(m)
69.7
78.5
95.0
88.9
113.1
108.7
113.8
126.0
129.4
131.3
113.1

amax (m)
(P=0.9)
90.1
102.8
116.7
116.9
159.9
158.5
163.5
181.1
198.5
203.6
205.2

Table 3

Simulation. No length
consideration; direct contact
with osteonal cement lines.
Simulation. Range between
cement lines and average lengths
of osteonal radiae (40 m).
Simulation. Range higher than
average lengths of osteonal
radiae (60 m)
Simulation. Range higher than
average lengths of osteonal
diameters (120 m)
Experimental tests. Dataset 9
Experimental tests. Dataset 10



a0 (m)

amax (m)
(P=0.9)

1.6

174.6

294.1

1.9

131.3

203.6

2.2

115.21

168.3

2.8
2.3
2.0

92.93
126.0
129.4

125.2
181.1
198.5

Table 4: Weibull values of differing length ranges for cracks to be attracted towards osteons.

